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Strings attached

On the
road
Alger’s listening tour
connects him with
alumni on West Coast

RYAN FREELAND / THE BREEZE

President Jon Alger has visited more
than 650 people during his trips.
By JEN EYRING
The Breeze
BRIAN PRESCOTT / THE BREEZE

Juniors Sarah Paige Werner (left) and Caroline Bryan meet with their professor, Bridgett Stuckey, for harp lessons every Monday. Bryan plays at
business dinner parties, rehabilitation centers, hospitals and weddings, and Werner teaches private lessons to two professors at $15 per half hour.

On the heels of its first harp graduate, School of Music now has only two players
By LAURA WEEKS
The Breeze

Out of about 390 music majors, juniors
Caroline Bryan and Sarah Paige Werner are
the only harpists.
“My friends joke that they know half of the
harp studio,” said Werner, who’s played the
harp since she was 10 years old.
The women, both from Richmond, met
when they performed with the American
Youth Harp Ensemble, a band of about 20
harpists that plays around the world.
“I used to always look up to [Werner]
because she had been in the group a lot
longer,” said Bryan, a music industry major.
“When we graduated and got into the same
college, it was like I had finally reached her
level.”
JMU’s harp concentration began in 2007
with harpist Olivia Lawson, the first harp
graduate.
“Almost no one knew anything about my
instrument,” said Lawson, who graduated
in May. “No one knew how to transport it
or how it’s played. Anyone around during
2008-2010 might remember a girl frequently

pushing a harp up the Quad to Wilson Hall.”
As a freshman, Lawson, now a development associate at the Boston Baroque
Orchestra, couldn’t register for harp classes
and instead, had to take string bass lessons.
“Olivia had to go through so much trouble to get anyone to understand what her
instrument was and what she was doing,”
said Werner, a music education major. “She
set up a really good foundation for us.”
To accommodate the harpists, JMU
bought one harp, located in the Forbes
Center for the Performing Arts, and box
of replacement strings. Bryan and Werner
store their harps in the room as well.
They have lessons every Monday with
their professor, Bridgett Stuckey.
“She’s like our mother,” Bryan said. “We’re
like a big family of sisters.”
According to Bryan, student harps, which
can weigh between 80 and 90 pounds, cost
$20,000 to $26,000. She’s seen some harps
that sell for $176,000, usually featuring gold
horns and made from exotic wood from
Brazil.
Replacing harp strings is also pricey.
Small strings are $7.50 each, middle strings

are about $15 and the biggest strings are $30.
A whole box is about $300. An average pedal,
or concert, harp has about 46 strings.
“I make jokes about how my harp was
more than my car — and I have a Mercedes,”
said Werner, who said that many harpists
invest in harp insurance and take out loans.
Because of the expenses, Bryan and Werner take every step to ensure their harps stay
safe, equipped with special dollies for transporting them, specific tuning keys and harp
covers to protect them from rain and dirt.
“I treat my harp like a person,” Bryan
said. “There are about 1,000 little mechanisms inside of the harp that you don’t see
— people just think it’s wood. Any little ding
or water in it can really ruin a harp.”
Bryan started playing when she was in
10th grade, much later than the average age
of 5 or 6. Bryan got a harp and a car in the
same year.
“I pretty much won’t be getting anymore
Christmas presents, and my children won’t,
and theirs won’t,” Bryan said jokingly. “I’ve
messed up the rest of the Bryan generation.”
see HARP, page 8

The student vote
SGA’s weeklong drive registers 300 and counting
By ERIC GRAVES
contributing writer

RYAN FREELAND / THE BREEZE

ANOTHER VICTORY LAP
Redshirt senior quarterback Justin Thorpe picks up another
year of eligibility, making it his sixth one with JMU football.
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With only 11 days until the voting registration deadline, campus
organizations have rallied to get
students to vote.
SGA is collaborating with more
than seven student-run organizations
in an effort to raise the number of
registered voters on campus. “Dukes
Vote 2012” is JMU’s first official voter
registration week, according to SGA
President Matt Klein.
Along with SGA, the College
Democrats, College Republicans,
University Program Board and several other organizations have set up
voter registration tables in Festival,
the commons, ISAT, Warren Hall
and Madison Union.
Current Gallup polls show President Barack Obama holds 48.8
percent of the popular vote in Virginia with Mitt Romney at 44.6
percent. With a margin of only 4.2
percent, victory for either candidate could rest in the hands of the
students.
SGA’s project has more than 150
student volunteers manning the
registration tables. More than 300

students have already registered to
vote through the event. That number is expected to climb due to the
rapidly approaching Oct. 15 registration deadline.
The event started Monday and
ends tomorrow. Tables are open
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Students living on or off campus
can register to vote in Harrisonburg
at the tables. They can also fill out
an absentee ballot if they’re registered to vote elsewhere in Virginia
or out of state.
Klein said he’s happy with the
success of the drive so far.
“It’s encouraging to see so many
organizations coming together to
work towards this common goal,”
Klein said. “We’ve achieved a high
number of registrations in a very
short amount of time.”
Rahath Alam, an SGA senator,
said she’s heard a lot of students
question the fate of higher-education funding and whether it will be
cut or have more money for student
loans.
The senior added that voting can
help students think ahead toward life

President Jon Alger headed to California to lobby financial support from
alumni.
Taylor Schwalbach, assistant director of Annual Giving and an ‘09 alum,
said only seven percent of alumni gave
back last year. This number has hovered between six percent and eight
percent over the past few years, said
Kelly Snow, director of Annual Giving.

Alumni “are successful in
their careers and they’re
at the point where they
really can give back, and
they want to do that.”
Jon Alger

JMU President_____________

Snow said JMU only really started
reaching out to alumni in the ’80s. But
Alger believes JMU now has a large
number of alumni who are in a position to give back.
“Now we have an alum base that is
really maturing,” Alger said. “People are
successful in their careers and they’re
at the point where they really can give
back, and they want to do that.”
He added that they have already had
people write checks to JMU as a result
of the listening tour events.
Snow said they have seen an increase
in donations this year. She explained
that their annual fund is about $100,000
ahead of where it was last year, and she
attributes this success in part to Alger
reaching out to alumni.
On Sept. 19, Paul Holland, an ’82
alum, hosted a listening tour event
at his home in Portola Valley, Calif.
Holland is a general partner for Foundation Capital, a company that aims to
help start-up companies go from zero
dollars to $100 million in revenue.
While at Holland’s house, Alger

see VOTE, page 4

Grow your own way
Find out how you can grow your own way at www.pwc.com/campus

see ALGER, page 4
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horoscopes
IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
This year is for exploration and growth,
both personal and professional. New people
and places reveal unimagined perspectives.
Spirituality flourishes, and your concept of
wealth shifts. Save up for a repair, and keep
the habit to end the year with a higher net
worth.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Your crazy ideas win
appreciation. Your
luck’s shifting for the better, so be
ready to grow and expand.

ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
You’ll learn quickly
for the next
few days. Communications and
negotiations are more challenging
(and more rewarding).

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Anticipate some
disagreement
and resistance. Don’t loan money
in order to fix things. Keep your
dreams private for the next few
months.

TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
Stay out of
somebody else’s
argument. Extra cash is possible
now, but don’t fund a fantasy.
Review the long-range view.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
The next two days
overflow with
expressions of love. This season is
good for partnership development.
Re-evaluate your values.

GEMINI
(May 21-June 20)
Finally, you can
get yourself a little
treat. Household chores are more
enjoyable these days.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
For about four
months, it pays to
be a team player. Reconsider your
responsibilities. Complete those
that no longer serve.

CANCER
(June 21-July 22)
Use what you have,
for the most part,
and renew old bonds. Contemplate
your next move. Stay below the
emotional radar at work.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Stash as much
as possible for
later. Plan a
transformation effort. It gets
annoying and confusing to choose
between friends and family.

LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Gather input from
others today and
tomorrow. Then
practice to achieve mastery. Apply
some elbow grease behind the
scenes.

PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Enforce household
rules for the next
two days. Explain your position,
and then wait. Don’t waste money
or forget something you’ll need.

VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Complete an artistic
piece, or create
one. Find out what you’d have to
give up to level up. You have many
reasons to be grateful. Go public.

Nation
Microsoft, GE
improve
health care
data
The Seattle Times

SEATTLE —
In a
downtown
Bellevue,
Wash., high-rise last week,
the doors opened to a new
health care joint venture
formed by two of the
world’s largest companies:
Microsoft and General
Electric.
Caradigm, as the 50-50
joint venture is called, is
aimed at bringing together
Microsoft’s strengths in

developing
large-scale
data platforms with GE
Healthcare’s expertise in
building
health
care
applications.
The idea is to create a
system that will allow
health care organizations
to better track patients, as
well as to bring together
and make sense of large
amounts of data from
disparate sources.
The overall goal is to
deliver better care at lower
costs.
“The premise is we’ll be
better
together
than
separate,” Caradigm CEO
Michael Simpson said last
week of the two companies
coming together. He also
said a smaller jointventure company would
be able to act more nimbly
than two giant companies.
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
ACROSS
1 They sit at
stands
5 Check out with
nefarious intent
9 Gyneco-’s
opposite
14 Really cruel guy
15 ABA member
16 Man-trap
17 Grievously
wound
18 Approach
19 Thirteenth
Amendment
beneficiary
20 Game with a
windmill, usually
23 “__ takers?”
24 Big shots
25 Requiring an
adult escort
28 Big London
attraction?
29 Handy set
30 Former despot
Amin
31 Uncle Remus
rogue
36 Big butte
37 Bootcut Skinny
brand
38 PC
interconnection
39 Like proofed
dough
40 Dueler’s choice
41 Insect honored
on a 1999 U.S.
postage stamp
43 Make a booboo
44 __ Lingus
45 Article in Der
Spiegel
46 Not at all out of
the question
48 “Shucks!”
50 Friend of
François
53 Literally meaning
“driving
enjoyment,”
slogan once
used by the
maker of the
ends of 20-, 31and 41-Across
56 Popular
household fish
58 Princess with an
earmuff-like hair
style
59 Lose color
60 “If __ Would
Leave You”
61 Sea decimated
by Soviet
irrigation projects

By Donna S. Levin

62 Done
63 Removal of govt.
restrictions
64 Lucie’s dad
65 Boarding pass
datum
DOWN
1 “I, Claudius”
feature
2 Piano teacher’s
command
3 Like pickle juice
4 Big rig
5 Ensenada bar
6 Devoured
7 Headlines
8 Rochester’s love
9 Categorize
10 Nabisco cookie
brand
11 Most in need of
insulation
12 Gun
13 Individual
21 Declares
22 Spunk
26 Four-wheeled
flop
27 Title name in
Mellencamp’s
“little ditty”
28 Runny fromage
29 Powerful pair of
checkers
31 Run, as colors

10/4/12

Monday’s puzzle
solved
Wednesday’s
Puzzle
Solved

(c)2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

32 Copy, for short
33 Eternally
34 Get fuzzy
35 Prohibition
36 Appearance
39 Run the
country
41 Antelope
playmate
42 Language of
South Asia
44 Secretary of
state after Ed
Muskie

10/4/12

47 Support for
practicing pliés
48 Farmers’ John
49 Diva specialties
50 Sonoran
succulent
51 Jason’s jilted wife
52 Like helium
54 “Impaler” of
Romanian
history
55 Sci-fi staples
56 Rocker Nugent
57 Night before

News

interested in writing about politics?
Email breezenews@gmail.com.
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Breaking free
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One in three young adults in the United States faces physical, sexual, emotional or verbal abuse from a dating partner, according to loveisrespect.org. Joy Beth Curtis, a doctoral intern in counseling
at Varner House, said abusers make their partners feel like they can’t do any better. “When you’ve fallen in love, it’s hard to leave, even if it’s not the safest place for you,” Curtis said.

Two students share their experiences after leaving physically and emotionally abusive relationships
By Jenny tolep
contributing writer

Dating violence

“He didn’t hit me a lot. But when he did hit me, he hit
me hard.”
Jordyn, a freshman who wished to withhold her last
name, was a victim of dating violence. She often tried to
hide the bruises her boyfriend gave her with makeup and
long pants on hot summer days.
She met her first boyfriend when she was 16. He was a
soccer player, just like her. He was only a month older than
her but he was a year ahead of her in school.
After five months of dating, Jordyn said she received a
phone call from her boyfriend — he suspected she had
kissed a friend of his.
“If you just tell me what happened I won’t be angry,” he
said to her. “I just want to know.”
Jordyn told him it was true, but assured him it was before
they started dating. She said when he heard this he became
enraged, calling her names like “slut,” “whore” and “liar.”
He told Jordyn she couldn’t be trusted and that they
were through.
But the breakup didn’t last long. He apologized the next
day and Jordyn forgave him. Still, from that moment on,
Jordyn said nothing was ever the same, and he started
taking steroids.
“He let the steroids take over,” Jordyn said. “It was
almost like he was a different person after he started taking them.”
He controlled her every move. She wasn’t allowed to
wear skirts, dresses or leggings. She was with him every
free moment and didn’t see her friends for months.
Jordyn said his verbal abuse turned physical during the
10th or 11th month of the relationship. When the couple
argued, he would sometimes hold Jordyn down or punch

in brief
augusta county

Romney, Ryan to
visit the Valley

Mitt Romney and running mate
Paul Ryan will hold a rally at Expoland in Fishersville tomorrow.
The event will be Romney’s first
campaign trip in the Fishersville area.
Ryan campaigned alone in Harrisonburg a few weeks ago.
Current polls show President
Barack Obama holding onto a 4.2
percent lead over Romney in Virginia.
Thursday’s rally will also include a
performance from country music star
Trace Adkins. Doors open at 4 p.m.
and the event starts at 6 p.m. RSVP
information can be found on the
campaign’s website.
richmond

Panel considers stricter
rules for dangerous pets

A group met in Richmond yesterday to consider strengthening
requirements for owners of dangerous animals in Virginia, according to
The Associated Press.
This meeting follows the death of
Jack Redmond, who may have died
from a poisonous snake bite, in Chesterfield County.
Panel member Jared Watts, who
keeps venomous snakes in Powhatan County for use in exhibits, said
Redmond wasn’t keeping the snakes
legally. Watts doesn’t think new
restrictions are needed.
Other members say animals such
as venomous snakes, pythons and
monkeys should be banned as pets
or that new standards should be set
for owning them.

n Girls and young women between the ages of 16 and

24 experience the highest rate of dating violence.

n Only 33 percent of teens who were in a violent

relationship told anyone about it.		
					
			(According to loveisrespect.org)

her in the arm or leg.
But she said she stayed with him because she thought
she loved him.
“I was afraid if I lost him, I wouldn’t have anything
else,” she said.
An abuser makes their partner feel that they can’t do
any better, according to Joy Beth Curtis, a doctoral intern
in counseling at Varner House.
“When you’ve fallen in love, it’s hard to leave, even if it’s
not the safest place for you,” Curtis said.
It wasn’t until Jordyn spoke with her best friend, Joe,
about the situation that she built up enough courage to
end the relationship.
She said she never told her parents and doesn’t know
if she will.
Abusive relationships aren’t something our society
likes to talk about, but it’s more common than people
think, Curtis explained.
In 2010, a University of Virginia student, Yeardley Love
was beaten to death by her boyfriend, George Huguely.
Huguely was convicted of second-degree murder in February 2012 and on Aug. 31, he was sentenced to 23 years
in prison. He appealed this charge on Sept. 25 after being
denied a request for a new trial. The case will now move
to the the Virginia Court of Appeals in Richmond.
Jeri Lee, an advocate from Harrisonburg’s domestic

violence shelter First Step, said victims may start to believe
the verbal abuse if they’re constantly put down. She
added that it’s a warning sign that the relationship has
the possibility of turning violent.
One in three adolescents in the United States is a victim of physical, sexual, emotional or verbal abuse from a
dating partner, according to loveisrespect.org.
Since ending her relationship, Jordyn has grown more
confident. She began dating Joe and has been in a healthy
relationship for more than a year.
During the first week of school, Jordyn met her FrOG, she
had also been in an abusive relationship.
Megan dated her boyfriend during her freshman year at
JMU. She said he verbally abused her, which made it difficult
to adjust to her new life in college.
“Verbal abuse is overlooked, “ Megan said. “It is just as
serious as physical abuse.”
Domestic violence can manifest in different ways.
“Somebody can be hit in more ways than physical,“ Lee
said.
Megan said that by the following summer, she had cut off
communication and ended the relationship. She received
counseling and started rebuilding her life at JMU.
She decided to work as a FrOG because she understands
how difficult the transition to college can be. She said this is
how she met and bonded with Jordyn.
Although it’s not easy to talk about an abusive past, Jordyn
said she’s open to sharing her experience.
“If I give them a piece of me, then maybe they will give
me a piece of them,” she said.
Students who are seeing “red flags” in their relationship or who are being abused can contact Student
Wellness & Outreach for counselling at 540-568-2831.
Contact Jenny Tolep at tolepjl@dukes.jmu.edu.

City Council racks up feedback on bike safety
In second Harrisonburg forum, candidates discuss goals for a potential path throughout town
By kelsey beckett
The Breeze

Harrisonburg City Council candidates hope to cut the number of
wheels traveling through town in
half by creating more bicycle paths.
On Tuesday, City Council candidates met in Memorial Hall
to answer questions from about
200 Harrisonburg residents. The
Northend Greenway committee,
Shenandoah Valley Bicycle Coalition, Downtown Dining Alliance and
Harrisonburg-Rockingham Green
Network sponsored the event.
Eight candidates are competing
for three spots in the Nov. 6 City
Council election.
Mainly the candidates and
attendees discussed the difficulty in
finding parking and the number of
people riding bicycles and getting
injured by cars.
Between January 2011 to September 2012, there have been 11 reported
bicycle-motorist accidents in Harrisonburg, according to Thanh Dang,
Public Works planner.
Deb Fitzgerald believes the city is
adapting to more bicyclists by building more bike paths and trying to
raise awareness in the community.
“I think we’re in the transition
period,” Fitzgerald said. “We’re as
a community kind of making that
adjustment in our behavior, [people
driving becoming] more aware of
bicyclists, bicyclists becoming more
aware of cars, everyone is going to be
safer as a result.”
The Northend Greenway committee plans to add a bike path from
the north end of Harrisonburg to

Becky Sullivan / the breeze

Anthony Bailey (left) and Deb Fitzgerald stress bike and pedestrian awareness.
There have been 11 reported bike accidents in Harrisonburg since January 2011.

downtown.
The path, called the Northend
Greenway, will run 2.5 miles through
neighborhoods and underdeveloped
land in Harrisonburg.
The path will begin near the Farmers Market downtown and end near
the Virginia Mennonite Retirement
Community on Virginia Avenue.
Suzi Carter, outreach development coordinator for Northend
Greenway and a former JMU student, said the project could be
finished by early 2014.
Carter believes this would help
not just the community, but JMU
students as well.
“Parking is a nightmare,” Carter said. “We know that bicycling
is more convenient; we just need
better infrastructure to be able to
support it.”
Carter added that the path would
give students without cars an easier

way to visit downtown.
“I didn’t get downtown to experience other fun things around town
there until I was a junior,” Carter
said. “I think that if you have bike
paths and safe trails that allow you
to hop on campus, get downtown,
you’re going to follow them and
meet people and interact with the
community more.”
Another project proposed by the
City of Harrisonburg is called the
Bluestone Trail, which would run
from Port Republic Road through
Purcell Park, Pheasant Run and
further south. It may start as early
as summer 2013 and it would be a
multi-year project.
Dang said that in terms of the
future, there are hopes to connect
both bike paths, which could potentially run through JMU.
The Council was also asked
about Harrisonburg’s economic

development. Every member running agreed that it’s important to
concider, especially with Harrisonburg’s population growth.
“Our city has been growing by
about 1,000 per year for the past
five years, and in order to sustain
that growth, we have to continue to
have more jobs,” said Abe Shearer, a
candidate and a 2009 graduate. “We
have to make this a focus, economic
development, so that there are jobs
for people going forward.”
Council members also discussed
ways to continue having a good relationship with local colleges and
universities.
Student involvement with volunteer programs such as the
Harrisonburg Rescue Squad and Big
Brothers Big Sisters is an example of
how JMU students stay involved with
the community.
“That’s how we can live together
better, if we engage them in our city
and make them feel ownership of the
town,” Shearer said.
Aside from keeping income tax
low because of revenue, Shearer
said that another plus universities
provide is business for Harrisonburg.
“Realistically without a 20,000
student population at JMU ... a lot
of these services would not be here,
and our real-estate taxes would have
to be higher to provide services to
the city,” Shearer said.
City Council meets every second
and fourth Tuesday of the month
at 7 p.m. in Council Chambers
next to Community Development.
Contact Kelsey Beckett at
becketka@dukes.jmu.edu.
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alger | Parents stay engaged
with JMU after children graduate
from front

spoke with alumni about why
Madison is important to them
and different ways that they can
remain part of the JMU community after they graduate.
“The idea is to bring people
together to talk about where
we’ve been, where we are and
where we can go in the future
as a university,” Alger said.
Alger also traveled to San
Francisco on Sept. 20 and to
Reston on Sept. 13.
Alger said that aside from
alumni donations, a large
focus of the events was on how
graduates can reach out to JMU
students in other ways.
Alumni dis cuss e d the
importance of JMU’s general
education program and how it
helped them gain critical thinking and communication skills.
Alger said alumni like to hire
JMU students because they
know that regardless of their
field, the students will graduate with these skills.

“The idea is to bring
people together to
talk about where we
are and where we
can go in the future
of the university.“
Jon Alger

JMU president _________

“They say, ‘Look, these are
people that know how to roll
up their sleeves and work with
people — that know how to
work on teams and have a cando spirit,’ ” Alger said. “They
think those are qualities that
were really inspired in large
part by their experience here
at JMU.”
Alger added that even if
alumni can’t provide students
with jobs, they are still interested in helping, whether

Vote | Students have both the
responsibility, right to participate

through mentoring, networking or career advising.
He said these listening tour
events have helped him realize
the difference JMU can make
in someone’s life, even if they
didn’t go here themselves, he
said.
“You have a lot of parents
who stay engaged with the university and show up at these
events even long after their
sons and daughters have graduated from JMU,” Alger said.
“That’s really striking because
I don’t think you would see
that in a lot of universities. They
feel like they’ve become part of
the JMU family and community and they’re going to stay
engaged with us for the rest of
their lives.”
Alger also plans to travel to Washington, D.C .,
Philadelphia, Richmond
and Charlottesville as part
of his listening tour this year.
Contact Jen Eyring at
breezenews@gmail.com.

lauren gordon / the breeze

Ben Cooper (right), a junior international affairs major, helps Caroline Smallwood, a senior health
sciences major, register to vote in Festival as part of the “Dukes Vote 2012” campaign. The drive
encourages students to vote either absentee or register to vote in the city of Harrisonburg by Oct. 15.
from front

after graduation.
“I think it’s important …
no matter what year you are,”
Alam said. “Even if you’re a
freshman or sophomore,
your life after you graduate
isn’t something you’re necessarily thinking about now,
but voting can definitely
determine what your life is
like after college.”
Charlie Sager, an SGA senator, stressed how important
it is to understand just how
voting affects the country.
“Voting is a way to exercise
your rights and have a say in
how your country is run,”
Sager said. “After all, you are
changing the course of the
next four years.”
Junior Chris Hook, another senator, feels that voter
turnout is a lot lower than it
has been.
“We are what’s considered

to be the ‘voter apathy generation,’ ” said Hook, a political
science major. “We are supposed to be the future leaders
of this country and there’s a
decrease in the number of
people who want to put forth
the effort to vote.”
Sager said he feels that
many young voters don’t
pay enough attention to
important issues, believe
that a single person’s vote
won’t make a difference or
avoid the topic of politics all
together.
This attitude surrounding
college voters is something
that Klein and SGA hope to
diminish.
“It’s the SGA’s goal to
engage the students with
not only their nation but
their community as well,”
Klein said. “It’s even in the
JMU mission statement to
have students educated
and enlightened about their

surroundings. They need to
be aware and knowledgeable about what is going on
around them.”
A crucial aspect of the
project is that students who
register to vote in Harrisonburg will represent Virginia
in the local elections. SGA
hopes that this will not only
broaden students’ perspective on voting, but empower
them to become more active
in politics.
Sager decided to change
from voting absentee
to voting in the city of
Harrisonburg.
“Voting is a responsibility and a right,” Sager said.
“The first time I voted was
in 2008. It was really cool to
have a say in what happens.”
Contact Eric
Graves at gravesem@
dukes.jmu.edu.
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Computers will soon be taking the wheel in California
Google concept cars could ‘make roads safer, drive more efficiently and reduce pollution’ by taking you out of the driver’s seat
California will soon have computer-manned cars, and it’s not just in
Hollywood.
Gov. Jerry Brown of California signed
a law allowing driverless cars to travel
on public roadways on Sept. . While
California isn’t even the first state
to legalize these (it’s the third, after
Nevada in March and Florida in April),
but it’s the biggest and most influential
state to do so, which spells big things
for the future.
But wait, back up. Where did all this
stuff about driverless cars come from?
Surely they are something still in the
development phase. Surely people
would have noticed a car driving along
by itself.
But Google has already developed,
and been road-testing, a whole fleet of
these, complete with a computerized
driver behind the wheel, and they’ve
been doing well.
Google has reported that its cars
have traveled a total of , miles

DARTS

with only one accident. These cars
promise to make the roads safer, drive
more efficiently and reduce pollution.
As an avid sci-fi junkie, I couldn’t
be more excited. This is the future I’ve
been waiting for. All they need now is
make hovercrafts.
Think how great it would be to punch
in your destination and kick back while
you’re driven there, no work required.
You could do all the things you already
do while driving like read a book, text
your friends, or finish up that homework, but now do it safely!
You may think it’s scary to trust your
car to a computer, but first I’d suggest
you think about how many car crashes
are caused by human carelessness.
The most common cause of accidents is someone taking their eyes off
the road for just a few seconds to reach
for something. This isn’t even including
texting or talking on the phone, putting
on makeup, eating, drinking, changing
the radio or just plain daydreaming.

PATS

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

An “email-me-for-anyproblems” dart to the two seniors
who took a shameful bus ride.
From the senior who made the
JMU bus app and can’t fix problems
he doesn’t know about.
An “I-must-be-one-of-the‘low-number-of-students’graduating-with-tens-ofthousands-of-dollars-of-debt”
dart to everyone interviewed in The
Breeze alumni giving article.
From a graduating super senior
who will have to bust her butt just
to pay her loans back in six months
and doesn’t appreciate the guilt trip
to give even more money back to the
school.
A “you’ve-got-to-be-joking”
dart to JMU vending machines for
getting rid of all of the Dr. Pepper.
From a graduate who just wants
her sweet nectar.

A “Dukes-FTW” pat to the JMU
Debate team for kicking some
serious butt and claiming a lot of
hardware at Clarion University of
Pennsylvania this past weekend.
From an alumni who’s very
proud to see the team flourish.
A “that’s-what-policemen-arereally-for” pat to the kind police
officer who gave me a ride home
instead of breathalizing me very
early Saturday morning.
From a distraught woman who
appreciates the safety provision.
A “grow-a-pair” dart to the girl
who asked me to stop using the
word “penis” during a tutoring
session in Carrier.
From an anatomy tutor who
knows you’ve seen one and thinks
you shouldn’t be such a prude.

A “bus-seat-slut” dart to the
woman on Route  who took up
a seat with her book bag on the
crowded  a.m. route to campus.
From a girl who is going to sit on
your book bag next time.

A “thanks-for-spilling-coffeeright-next-to-my-bookbag”
dart to the person in Carrier who
didn’t bother to wake me up to
apologize.
From a junior who now lugs
around a bookbag that smells like
stale coffee.

An “I-finally-found-my-place”
pat to the members of SGA for
welcoming me with open arms.
From a sophomore newbie
excited to be a part of something
great.

A “paying-it-forward” pat to
my voter registration buddy who
helped pay for my shirt when I was
short on change.
From someone who wasn’t as
stressed as they could have been
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Plus, these are all considering you’re
completely unimpaired. We all know
how dangerous it is to drive drunk, but
did you know it’s just as dangerous to
drive tired?
Computers don’t get tired. Computers don’t get bored, drunk or take their
eyes off the road. These computers can
also react quickly to accidents, spend
less time in gridlock, communicate
with each other to navigate more efficiently and optimize fuel consumption.
New cars already have a lot of technology that we rely on without even
thinking. Sophisticated sensors and
software already drive better than
humans. Think of a future without
crashes, traffic or hour-long detours
because you took a wrong turn.
I, for one, welcome our new robot
overlords.
Caroline Kelly is a senior English
major. Contact Caroline at
kellyce@dukes.jmu.edu.

during their already stressful week.
A “thanks-but-no-thanks”
dart to the Subaru with “Zombie
Outbreak Response Vehicle” sticker
that always has its rear windows
down.
From a girl who appreciates
your enthusiasm, but thinks you
shouldn’t make Zombieland’s Rule
 a necessity.
A “that-ain’t-the-way-acookie-should-crumble” dart to
the woman who burned her first
batch of cookies in her  years of
existence.
From the Cookie Monster.
A “that’s-what-she-said” pat
to Michael Scott for consistently
making me feel uncomfortable
yet always being able to make me
chuckle.
From a late-bloomer “Office” fan
who is glad to have Netflix to get
them through the tough times.
A “diligence-wins-out” dart
to the parking attendant who
completely disregarded the student
vehicle parked in our permit-only
employee parking spots.
From an employee who watched
this all transgress from her office
window after having to park her car
several streets away.
A “maybe-I’m-in-here-toooften” pat to the Starbucks barista
with the sideburns.
From a customer who’s impressed
you always remember my name.
An “only-cool-kids-pee-theirpants” pat to the a capella singer
who got a little too nervous during
auditions.
From Billy Madison.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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Don’t call it a comeback
A newly designed Myspace won’t be enough to
keep up with the big leagues of the Internet
Justin Timberlake is bringing
Myspace back.
Timberlake and a new “sexy”
design touting a clean look similar
to that of Pinterest, is creating buzz
around the updated social networking site. The Washington Post said
Timberlake took over part of the company in June,  after the original
owner, News Corp, put the financially-struggling network up for sale.
If this new Myspace takes off,
so will Timberlake’s own finances,
which I’m sure is a reason why he’s
the unofficial spokesman in the new
promotional video that for the site.
The new Myspace isn’t based on
social interactions anymore but more
on the music community. Myspace’s
new owner Tim Vanderhook of Specific Media said in an article from The
Hollywood Reporter that the new
Myspace is tailored to allow “the creative community to connect to their
fans.”
In other words, it’s now another
music website like Pandora, iTunes
and YouTube.
Should Spotify or Pandora be worried? Instead of looking at YouTube
for the next-big-star, will people look
to the new and improved Myspace?
Will our next Justin Bieber come from
this revamped Myspace?
I wouldn’t count on it. Clark Fredricksen, spokesman for the research
firm eMarketer, brought up an interesting point in Sept.  article for
the Associated Press. He commented that music listening is shifting
toward the mobile platform. Americans are increasingly busy and often
listen to their music on the go. With no
clear plans of releasing a mobile app

anytime soon, it will be difficult for
Myspace to capture any share of an
already crowded market.
Radio Ink Magazine reported that
Pandora has  million users and
Apple has more than  million
iTunes accounts. Pandora’s reported
revenue for it’s most recent quarter was around $ million for the
website and $. million from their
mobile app.
Clearly, there’s money in the
mobile market and this should be
a reason for Myspace to make some
sort of music player. While it may be
possible for people to switch over
to a Myspace player, many people
are already comfortable with Pandora, Spotify, iHeartRadio or other
Internet radio. With their feet firmly
planted in these successful options,
I doubt music listeners will want to
revert back to something that was
cool in the early s.
Even though I believe Myspace
is entering the market at the wrong
time, it’s not completely crazy for it
to make a comeback; it will just take
a lot of effort. It’s on their way with its
sleek, revamped website design, but it
seems it has come too late.
To really become a potential player in the market, Myspace will need to
quickly develop, launch and market a
mobile app that rivals those already in
place. Myspace will need to think of
more than just a catchy advertisement
video and celebrity endorsement to
bring it back to its former glory.
Jessie Doyle is a
freshman biotechnology
major. Contact Jessie at
doyle2jm@dukes.jmu.edu.
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FORBES CENTER
FOR T H E PER FORM ING ARTS
Your deStination For FirSt– Cl aSS entertainment

rockapella – Motown & More
thursday, october 4 @ 8 p.m.
Friday, october 5 @ 8 p.m. Sold out!

with live performance

for sale

By GARReT lee MilTon

wilSon hall

tuesday–Friday, october 9–12 @ 8 p.m.
Saturday, october 13 @ 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.

A worldwide phenomenon, Rockapella is a
high–energy quintet with a full–band sound
that is a meld of rock and a cappella. Best
known for its theme song “Where in the
World is Carmen Sandiego?,” Rockapella
captivates audiences with its dynamic stage
presence, dance moves, comic interludes
and impeccable timing. Motown & More
pays tribute to the music of Motown with hit
songs from The Jackson 5, Stevie Wonder,
The Temptations, and more. $25–$45.

A young married couple finds its world
turned upside down when an economic
downturn forces the two to confront the
reality of their lives. This funny and touching
drama, as contemporary as today’s news
stories, continues a long tradition for
the JMU theatre program in producing
outstanding, original, student-written work.
Features students from JMU’s School of
Theatre and Dance. $13-$14.

MUSiC

pops concert

FeATURinG The MARChinG
RoyAl DUkeS AnD oTheR
JMU enSeMBleS

Saturday, october 6 @ 8:30 p.m.
J m u C o n v o C at i o n C e n t e r

one of JMU’s favorite Family
Weekend traditions, this oneof-a-kind musical extravaganza
showcases some of JMU’s finest
music ensembles and faculty
talent. Be ready to stand up and
cheer as the Marching Royal
Dukes, the JMU Symphony
orchestra, the JMU Brass Band
and the JMU Chorale blow the roof
off the Convocation Center. $14.

S t u d i o t h e atr e

gil evans –
a centennial tribute
FeATURinG The JMU JAzz
enSeMBle AnD JAzz BAnD

thursday, october 11 @ 8 p.m.
ConCert hall

Celebrate the legacy and music
of Gil evans (1912-1988),
one of the most significant
arrangers in jazz. his classic
recordings with Miles Davis
(Birth of Cool, Miles Ahead,
Porgy and Bess and Sketches
of Spain) are among the great
collaborations in 20th-century
music. $14-$15.

faculty during the three-day
festival. $11-$12.

DAnCe

alumni Dance concert
Friday–Saturday,
october 12–13 @ 8 p.m.
e a r lY n n J . m i l l e r
da n C e th e atr e

Celebrate the past and
present as JMU welcomes
home dance program
alumni from all over the
country for this unique
concert. $13-$15.

LIKE US

TheATRe

the music of sir
an evening of 18th
elixir of love
maxwell Davies the
century wind chaMber peter
By GAeTAno DonizeTTi
pART oF The ConTeMpoRARy
Music for 2 clarinets, MUSiC FeSTivAl (oCToBeR 16–18) FeATURinG The JMU opeRA TheATeR
2 bassoons and 2 horns tuesday, october 16 @ 8 p.m. Friday–Saturday,
FeATURinG JAniCe l. MinoR
(ClARinEt), SUe BARBeR
(BASSOOn), AnD iAn zook (hORn)

tuesday, october 9 @ 8 p.m.
r e C ita l h a l l

This trio of JMU faculty
members take the stage with
students from their studios
for a chamber music concert
featuring Beethoven’s Sextet
in Eb Major, Op. 71, Weber’s
Adagio & Rondo in Eb Major,
kreutzer’s Six Waltzes and
Mozart’s Serenade in Eb Major,
K. 375. $8-$10.

november 9–10 @ 8 p.m.
Sunday, november 11 @ 2 p.m.

ConCert hall

one of the most prolific and
renowned composers of
our time, Maxwell Davies
has written symphonic
works, music-theatre works
and witty, light orchestral
works in a career that has
spanned more than five
decades. his music, which
is known for communicating
directly and powerfully, is
featured in performances
by JMU ensembles and

m a i n S tag e t h e at r e

Donizetti’s the Elixir of love is
one of opera’s most popular
and effervescent romantic
comedies. Since it premiered
in Milan in 1832, it has been
a favorite for opera-goers
around the world. True love
triumphs in the end in this
hilarious comic romp! The
show features “Una furtiva
lagrima,” one of the most
famous of all arias. $18-$20.

LIKE US

TICKETS: www.jmu.edu/JMUarts OR (540) 568–7000
Box Office: 147 Warsaw Avenue

FREE

LIKE
US
parking right
next door

RoCkApellA phoTo CoURTeSy oF RoCkApellA;
FoR SAle ARTWoRk By RiChARD hilliARD

ONCE YOU LEAD
AS AN ARMY OFFICER,
LEADING A FORTUNE
500 IS NO SWEAT.

LIKE US

LIKE US
Becoming an Army officer allows you
to empower and inspire strength in
others. When you lead Soldiers, you
gain the strength to lead in life. What’s
the best way to get there? Army ROTC.
Available at more than 1,100 colleges
nationwide, it gives you unmatched
personal development while offering great
benefits like advanced career training,
opportunites for scholarships and the
chance to be commissioned as an officer
upon the completion of ROTC courses.
Many of today’s most successful business
leaders got their start with Army ROTC —
so can you. Learn more today by visiting
armyrotc.com.

Army ROTC offers four-, three-, and twoyear
scholarships that annually pay full tuition (or room and
board), $1,200 for books and a $300-500 monthly stipend. For
students that join later, a loan repayment option is available.
Additional incentives include a monthly language stipend
($100-250), a study abroad program ($6,000), special
incentives for nurses, and postgraduate programs for medical
and law degrees.

LIKE US

LIKE US

LIKE US

For more information visit us at Memorial Hall Room 1123 C,
contact us via phone at 540-568-3633 or
check out our website by visiting
www.jmu.edu/rotc.

LIKE US
© 2011. Paid for by the United States Army. All rights reserved.
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Student-run artWorks gallery offers realworld curating experience
By Kelsey Nunn
The Breeze

Feel free to hop in the tub at artWorks gallery this week.
The 400-pound, cast-iron bathtub is a feature piece in student artist Cassie Reeder’s installation, “Exploration of Self.” Gallery visitors
can sit in it and write messages along the side.
Creating and installing massive pieces of art is one of the ways artWorks gallery, a completely student-run space on Grace Street, helps
artists and interns prepare for a career in the gallery world.
The walls in the gallery are movable, so the space changes depending on what’s currently on display. The space retains its open,
one-room quality no matter how it’s set up.
Reeder and senior Dan Dechiara, another artist carried the bathtub up two flights of stairs into the gallery before Monday’s exhibition
opening.
“It was pretty comical,” Reeder said. “We were nice and sweaty and
covered in cast-iron dust. My projects tend to involve heavy hauling
of ridiculous objects.”
About 15 interns are responsible for installing and taking down
all the exhibits, cleaning, painting and sanding the walls before each
new installation.
Two assistant directors — all undergraduate students — accompany Braxon Congrove, the gallery director. A gallery adviser supervises
them.
Congrove interviews each artist to determine who will show their
work and arranges the schedule of when each artist’s exhibition displays. The gallery exclusively features undergraduate student work.
see gallery, page 8

brian prescott / the breeze

TOP ArtWorks Gallery is run by a student director and two assistant directors. The space is located at 131 Grace St.
BOTTOM Students sit in a bathtub in senior Cassie Reeder’s exhibit, “Exploration of Self,” which opened on Monday.

Alums take tailgating game to professional level
Owners of Sam’s Cornhole Bags see jump in nationwide sales for handmade products
By Greer Drummond
The Breeze

In August, alumni Erik Pitzer and
Zac Hittie’s cornhole bag company
had sold about 2,500 bags. As of yesterday, the two have sold 4,300 across
the country.
Samscornholebags.com, launched
in January by Pitzer and Hittie is
gaining more traffic as the fall sports
season continues and they’ve reached
the second page on Google when
someone searches “cornhole bags.”
“We’re above both of our expectations in terms of where we’d be in
worldwide web searches,” said Hittie,
a 2006 graduate and former integrated science and technology major.
“We didn’t think that would happen
within our first year.”
Pitzer and Hittie get their materials locally and then cut, stuff and
sew each cornhole bag themselves,
according to weight and dimension
standards set by the American Cornhole Association.
“My friends and I can instantly
pick out the bags that are unevenly
weighted or factory made,” said John
Mills, a 2009 graduate. “And [Sam’s]
gets it right every time. I’ve given
away at least three sets to friends who
love tailgating.”
Sam’s Cornhole Bags has also
expanded its social media presence
by adding Pinterest, Twitter and
Facebook accounts. Hittie explains
that those sites are helping drive
their website traffic, in addition to the
increasing word of mouth in the Harrisonburg community. So far, they have
sold bags in 38 states, and recently got

UPB selects
comedy act
Second City troupe to
perform in October

Brian Prescott / the breeze

Zac Hittie (left) and Erik Pitzer started their cornhole bag business in January. They make them at their home in Harrisonburg.

a sale in Hawaii.
In August, the pair had sold about
2,500 bags and as of yesterday they
had sold 4,300 across the country
since starting the website. What sets
Pitzer and Hittie’s website apart from
other cornhole bag sites is its specialty color selection feature. This
feature selects the right hue of fabric for the bags based on a sports
team’s colors.
Purple and gold is the No. 1 color
combination, but black is their No. 1
selling color, since it’s used the most
by sports teams. With Family Weekend tailgates coming up, they saw
more sales than normal this week.
“Every time I feel like we’re about
to slow down, we get a bunch of
orders,” said Pitzer, a 2007 graduate

and former media arts and design
major.
Sam’s Cornhole Bags saw an
increase in local orders thanks to a
September promotion allowing any
Harrisonburg resident to purchase
a set for $25 and receive their order
the same day, personally delivered
by Pitzer or Hittie, without paying a
shipping fee.
Senior Michael Prior, a media arts
and design major, ordered a purpleand-gold set during the promotion.
He did an Internet search hoping to
find a local cornhole shop but found
samscornholebags.com instead.
“The selection they have is impressive,” Prior said. “I knew I would buy
from them when I found out they
deliver the bags for free.”

Sales leveled off in the middle of
the month after the promotion peak
passed, which Hittie expected.
While they aren’t planning any
special promotions for this weekend,
they’ll be donating a set of bags and
two custom-painted JMU cornhole
boards to the Duke Club Scholarship Auction on Oct 26. Last year,
this event raised more than $45,000.
Future plans continue to center
on increasing samscornholebags.
com’s online presence through social
media and specialty color selection
pages. Pitzer and Hittie hope to offering full game sets (eight bags in two
colors and two boards) by next spring.
Contact Greer Drummond
at breezearts@gmail.com.

UPB announced on Tuesday that
Second City will perform at Wilson
Hall on Oct. 18.
Second City is a 50-year-old comedy team that specializes in sketch
and improv. Members have included John Belushi, Dan Aykroyd, Mike
Myers, Steve Carell, Stephen Colbert
and Tina Fey.
According to Liz Rea, UPB public
relations director, event coordinators are unsure of which comedians
will be in the fall show. The names
weren’t included in the contract.
The UPB Special Events Committee, directed by Abby Watson,
decided on Second City. The committee was responsible for organizing
last month’s Puppy Party and Bongo
Ball Mania.
Last year, the committee brought
comedian Jay Pharoah.
Although the Crazy Commons
announcement event was cancelled
because of rain, UPB plans to promote the event through its Facebook
and Twitter accounts. Organizers
are also hope that they’ll be able to
give away 20 meet-and-greet passes,
though they’re still waiting for confirmation from Second City.
The event starts at 8 p.m. Tickets go
on sale today in the Warren Hall Box
Office and are $5 for students and $8
for the public.
— staff report
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HARP | ‘I felt like a rare Pokémon’
from front

Soon, she’ll have to trade in
her Jeep Wrangler for a bigger
one that’ll fit her harp when she
takes it home to practice during breaks.
Besides being one of just
three harpists, Bryan is the first
harpist to incorporate jazz and
take a jazz ensemble class.
“It’s the best thing a musician
can do,” Bryan said. “You need
to be able to play your instrument without having to look at
sheet music. It makes you more
in tune with your music.”
Jazz professor Chuck Dotas
invited Bryan to perform in the
jazz ensemble Oct. 
“I thought I could never play
with them because they’d never
had a harpist,” Bryan said, “so
when Chuck asked me, I knew
I had to do it.”
Because of her interest in
jazz, other students often ask
Bryan to collaborate with them.
Composition majors request

lessons with her so they can
learn how to write for a harp.
Though Bryan and Werner often work with other
musicians in the department,
students tend to be surprised
when they hear that they study
the harp.
Bryan remembers a group
meeting during her freshman
year, when her adviser went
through a list of students’ name
and which instrument they
played.
“He came to my name and
said, ‘harp,’ and everybody
turned,” Bryan said. “I felt like
a rare Pokémon.”
Outside of classes and practicing about an hour every day,
Bryan plays at business dinner
parties, rehabilitation centers,
hospitals and weddings, where
she charges $-$ per gig.
Werner teaches private lessons to a JMU professor and a
Bridgewater one. Her lessons
are $ per half hour.
Lincoln Gray, a

communication sciences and
disorders professor, began
lessons with Werner spring
semester, after learning that
musical training was more
beneficial than hearing aids in
older men.
“We who teach should all sit
on the other side because it’s
so humbling,” Gray said. “It’s
a combination of humbling,
depressing and invigorating to
try and learn something new.
It’s good for my soul to do this.”
After graduation, Werner wants to teach choir and
eventually get her doctorate
and teach music education
at a university. Bryan hopes
to work her way up at Music
Today, a ticketing, venue and
band merchandise organization, to eventually become a
concert promoter and possibly starting her own music
festival like Spaghettifest.
“I’d love to have a music
festival in Jamaica,” said
Bryan, whose grandmother
lives there. “It would be like
Woodstock in Jamaica.”
The two also have high
hopes for the harp program
after they leave. Stuckey is
already looking to recruit more
students.
“It would be awesome if
we had some more,” Bryan
said. “The pool for harpists is small but deep.”
CONTACT Laura Weeks at
breezearts@gmail.com.

GALLERY | Eight shows this fall

BRIAN PRESCOTT / THE BREEZE

Students sit in front of seniors Dan Dechiara and John Kimbriel’s exhibit, which emphasizes world
religions. The project also includes a wooden structure, which they started making just two weeks ago.
from page 7

“What I’m looking for is
work that’s really cohesive,
and it’s not only strong work,
but something that shows
development,” Congrove said.
Another installation by
Dechiara and John Kimbriel features a  feet by 
feet wooden structure with a
candle-lit, wax-covered cross
inside.
The two named the installation “Fortnight” because they
constructed and installed
the exhibit in just a couple of
weeks. Visitors are allowed to
go inside of the construction
and meditate on pillows surrounding the cross.
“The biggest challenge was
our time constraint,” Dechiara

10 % OFF
any item in
the store with
this coupon

125 West Water Street - Downtown Harrisonburgg
540-433-6323 • www.RunnersCornerva.com

said. “We started two weeks
ago with nothing, while others started last spring.”
This semester, there will
be about eight shows featuring four students’ work or a
class exhibition.
“To say that you’ve had
your own show before you’ve
even graduated is a really
great opportunity,” said Zoe
Cooper, a senior studio art
major whose exhibition on
the power of water closed
Saturday.
For many of the solo artists,
these are their first displays.
“It will be a good baby step,”
said Caitlin Patterson, a senior
studio art major whose collection of Polaroid photographs
went on display Monday.
Patterson’s work focuses on

her relationships with people
and how she identifies herself
by the people around her. The
work includes recent photographs taken with her mom’s
Polaroid camera.
The artists come in with
an idea of how they want to
set up their work and work
together to divide the space
equally.
“ArtWorks is a nice segue,”
Reeder said. It “helps you
understand what the regulations of a gallery are.”
The gallery has an opening ever y other Monday
between  p.m. and  p.m.
The next opening is Oct.
 and is free to visitors.
CONTACT Kelsey Nunn at
nunnkm@dukes.jmu.edu.

Sports

DIDN’T GET A TICKET FOR SATURDAY?
WE’LL FILL YOU IN.
@TheBreezeSports
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DUKES TAKE ON TIGERS

>> See inside for a football preview in our Family Weekend Guide. <<

6 years for Thorpe
NCAA grants the Dukes’ starting quarterback one more year of eligibility
By WAYNE EPPS JR.
The Breeze

Redshirt junior quarterback Justin Thorpe can
now get his encore.
After facing two serious injuries earlier in his
career, the NCAA granted a sixth year of eligibility
Monday allowing him to come back next season.
Thorpe was unable to play in his true freshman season in  because of shoulder surgery
coming out of high school and a sustained bone
bruising in his knee in the first game of his redshirt
sophomore season in . The injuries kept him
out for the remainder of that season.

Justin
Thorpe
Redshirt junior

Age: 22
Hometown: Richmond
Major: sport and recreation management
 Was named CAA Rookie of the Year
in 2009 as a redshirt freshman
 Has started 20 career games
and has a record of 14-6
 Threw for 340 yards and
two touchdowns against
Rhode Island on Sept. 22
 Won last 12 regular season FCS games.

Thorpe was listed as a redshirt senior before
receiving the sixth year. He’s now considered a
redshirt junior.
Even though few players gain a sixth year of eligibility, Thorpe was confident that he would earn
the additional season.
“We had a solid case,” Thorpe said. “The injuries
are there, the rehab is there. All of the rehabs I went
to, its all logged. So we had a solid case.”
Even though he expected to get a sixth year,
Thorpe and his family are ecstatic about the opportunity to play for an additional season.
“I’m just living the college guy’s dream, getting

a sixth year in college and getting a chance to play
football for James Madison,” Thorpe said.
According to head coach Mickey Matthews, the
shoulder injury was what earned Thorpe the extra
year of eligibility, but the knee injury didn’t play
a factor in the ruling. A five game suspsension
last season made  his only full season.
Despite having played for only one full season, Thorpe has made an impact on the team.
His career record as a starter is - and has won
his last  Football Championship Subdivision
games.
“Justin’s a popular member of the team,” Matthews said. “The kids like him, they elected him
captain, they elected him offensive MVP.”
Thorpe is a senior on the academic side and will
graduate in May. When he comes back for next season, he will try to start graduate school.
“I haven’t really gone into the details of [the
academics], because [the ruling is] still fairly
new,” Thorpe said. “I still have to talk to
my academic adviser and see what’s
the plan.”
True freshman quarterback
Michael Birdsong has seen
playing time throughout the first
four games this season. If Thorpe
didn’t receive a sixth year of eligibility, he likely would have started
next season. But Birdsong is looking at
the ruling in a positive light.
“It doesn’t change my mindset at all,” Birdsong
said. “I don’t want to have it easy, so him coming back for his sixth year is just going to make
him better and me better.”
The team isn’t changing its game plan for
the rest of the season with Thorpe coming
back. The coaching staff is committed to him
as the starter and Birdsong as the backup.
“We’re not going to change the direction
we’re going,” Matthews said. “We made the
decision that we feel like our two best quarterbacks in August were Justin and Michael.
So we’ll continue down the path we’re going
with those two guys.”
With Thorpe getting another year to play,
the Dukes have now had two players within
two years receive a sixth year of eligibility.
Defensive tackle Nick Emmons, a  transfer from the United States Military Academy
at West Point, received an extra year to play
last season after a season-ending injury
see THORPE, page 10
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<< “I’m just living a college
guy’s dream,” redshirt junior
Justin Thorpe said about his
sixth year of eligibility.

CHASE KIDDY | fanatic and proud

Beltway baseball suddenly becomes relevant

The Capital Beltway. It’s a circular
menace that
can trouble
even the most
seasoned
veteran of
Washington,
D.C. It’s a
staple of
every NoVa
conversation.
It’s a pipeline
to aquariums, crabcakes and
monuments.
It reminds me of baseball.

Not just any baseball, mind you.
The D.C. Beltway — , if you
prefer — reminds me of the growing
brand that is the Washington
Nationals.
I drove on the beltway for the
first time a few weeks ago, and
I have to admit, I felt like I was
back in organic chemistry. Trying
to navigate that blasted road is
impossibly hard, just like hitting the
pitching staff of the Nationals.
This is a team whose star pitcher
Stephen Strasburg was retired
for posterity’s sake, yet they still

inexplicably have a -win starter in
Gio Gonzalez, a bona fide National
League Cy Young contender. I
think Mets ace and knuckleballer,
R.A. Dickey, probably deserves the
hardware over Gonzalez, but the
fact that Washington’s pitching
staff has two Cy Young-worthy
candidates makes them a deep
and deadly serious World Series
contender for the first time since
the Great Depression.
This is not a mirage, tragic
Washington fans. Your team is good.
Grab your Teddy Roosevelt fatheads

in stores while you can.
I’m not breaking any hard news by
revealing that there are huge gobbs
of JMU students from northern
Virginia. Every time I meet a new
guy from up there, he inevitably
tells me about his awesome lax
pinnie he got back home and then
proceeds to talk about the Nationals
for the rest of the conversation.
Robert Griffin III has stolen some of
the limelight, but talking about the
relevance of baseball in Washington
is infectious.
It’s been everywhere this year,

and maybe with a little luck, it’ll still
be here two or three weeks from now.
The Nationals may indeed
dominate conversation, but the
Orioles are quietly still in contention
for the American League East title
with just a single game left on the
Major League’s docket.
The Orioles’ resurgence is just as
unlikely as the Nationals. Relegated to
last place year after year in baseball’s
toughest and most well-funded
division, Baltimore manager
see CHASE, page 10
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CHASE | What can we expect?
from page 9

Buck Showalter’s team is
hungry for its first postseason
appearance since .
Baltimore’s dugout is built
remarkably similar to the
Nationals — a great bullpen
with timely hitting — and
their extra innings magic is
all but guaranteed to make
$ million at the box office
when the inevitable movie
gets made  years from now.
Who wins  straight
games that have gone past
nine innings? Who does that?
There’s a certain mystique
to both of these teams I can’t

quite put my finger on. The
Nationals are the team from
which nobody knows what
to expect because of their
noticeably long postseason
absence. Will they fold under
the new postseason pressure?
Surely a team led by a retired
Strasburg and teenage
hothead Bryce Harper can’t
bring home a title.
As for the Orioles, when
will it end? This team is as
much a contender as it is
freak accident. A -win team
with a terrible run differential
is hardly sustainable
throughout the regular
season. Yet here we are with

just hours remaining in the
regular season, not knowing
whether the Orioles or the
Yankees will win the East, not
to mention who awaits the
second place finisher in the
wild card play-in game.
Seasons could end in
the coming days, there’s no
doubt about that.
But it’s just as plausible
that the  World Series is
an all-Beltway affair, and with
the state of both franchises
over the last  years, that’s
something to talk about.
CONTACT Chase Kiddy at
kiddyca@dukes.jmu.edu.

THORPE | Mindset hasn’t changed
from page 9

early in the  season.
But after an injury in the
fourth game against William &
Mary, he missed the remainder

of the season.
Thorpe may have another
year to go, but he sees himself
as a regular senior.
“My mindset hasn’t
changed,” Thorpe said. “I’m

still playing like I’m a senior,
because in this game of football,
it can always be your last play.”
CONTACT Wayne Epps Jr.
at breezesports@gmail.com.
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New Corn Maze Design

CITY OF HARRISONBURG.
Recreation Instructor - Year
Round, Part-Time. Visit www.
harrisonburgva.gov/jobs for
more information and to apply online

Round kitchen table
(glasstop)four barstool chairs
$275 obo. Green couch and
side chair $300 obo (all from
Grand Furniture). Silver 2005
Jeep Liberty limited $5450.
Call 540-421-9348.

Great deal. $250 paid
by current lessee towards
your first month’s rent. Contact Stephanie Cool at Riner
Rental for a lease on Apt. 324
at the Denton Center. Great
downtown location. Clean,
quiet, secure. $475/month.
Call 540-437-1833.
3 bdrm, 11/2 bath townhouse, near JMU, Aug.
2012, $975.00. University
Court.

Looking for your own
place for 2013-14? See
our great selection of pet
friendly 1-2 bedroom apartments. www.castleproperty.
com 540-564-2659
3BR/3.5BA townhome
available. Dedicated parking, spacious rooms, student
and pet friendly. Flexible
lease terms, available now.
$1,150/month. Email keri.bethune@gmail.com
Great selection of houses available for the 2013-14.
Pet friendly houses 4 - 10
bedrooms. 540-564-2659
www.CastleProperty.com

Check out Punkin’
Holler & our display of
hand carved jack-o-lanterns!

BackHome-ontheFarm.com

turner pavilion, south liberty street

www.harrisonburgfarmersmarket.com
Rainy Day Stables
Horses available for lease
for $100. Full board for
$200. Call (540)574-0201 or
(540)810-4996

Experience Fall in the Valley!
Seasonal Farm Fresh Produce & Plants
Breads & Jams • Eggs & Meats
Local Crafts & More!

Do you love to sew? Do
you want to learn? We are trying to find like-minded people
who share our love for sewing! Fac/staff or students,
email
luv2sew125@gmail.com

Regular Market Hours:
Tuesdays & Saturdays
7 a.m. to 1 p.m.

EBT & credit/debit cards welcome!

www.shenandoahauto.com
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MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James
Madison University, serves student, faculty and staff
readership by reporting news involving the campus
and local community. The Breeze strives to be impartial
and fair in its reporting and firmly believes in First
Amendment rights.
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do this weekend, what to expect for Saturday’s sold-out game against Towson University, other sports events going on
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AT 9AM SHARP!!!
865 East provides our residents with high quality living,
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wet bar, flat screen TV’s and more!
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Prepping for parents
katie Baroody / file photo

L’Italia Restaurant and Bar serves about 1,200 people between 5 p.m. and 10 p.m. on Family Weekend. It started taking reservations for this weekend right after last year’s Family Weekend ended.

An influx of family members this weekend causes a spike in business for local restaurants and hotels
By Dylan Garner
The Breeze

L’Italia Restaurant and Bar hA had parents reserving tables
for this year’s Family Weekend since last year’s ended.
The demand for a table at L’Italia during Family Weekend has
grown since owner Gervasio Amato started serving students
and their families 27 years ago.
“We already have reservations for Family Weekend next year
and for graduation in 2014,” Amato said. “Every year gets better and better.”
Amato makes major preparations for the influx of students
and parents every year. He said he has double the typical number of servers working and begins making the homemade food
early in the morning. He also restricts the menu to streamline
the process.
Amato added that Family Weekend draws in 300 percent of
the normal weekend crowd for the restaurant.
“We have 1,200 people [total] come in between 5 p.m. and 10

p.m., and we can only fit 100 at a time,” he said.
The impact at Dave’s Downtown Taverna is similar, according to general manager John McDaniel. He said the business
is about twice as busy as a normal weekend. But he also said
there’s a shift in peak hours because more people come in for
dinner rather than the bar late at night.
Hotels also benefit from the large number of people coming
into Harrisonburg. According to the online booking of hotels
recommended on JMU’s website, there are about 23 hotels in
the area and 19 of them are completely booked for the weekend.
Of those that have rooms left, rates have been marked up as
much as two to three times the amount of a normal stay. One
hotel in the area that usually charges $81 to $99 for rooms is now
charging $259 to $269 for its remaining rooms.
Sue Nesselrodt, front desk manager at the Hampton Inn
on University Boulevard, said because of the limited number
of rooms a hotel has, Family Weekend demand is large and
consistent.

“We are typically booked about two months after the previous year’s Family Weekend,” Nesselrodt said.
Many parents have had to come up with alternatives, whether
it’s staying in their child’s apartment or finding a hotel outside
of town. Maureen Cashman, a senior accounting major, said
her parents had to find a place to stay in Staunton, even after
searching for a hotel back in March.
“We’re from the North so they have to come even farther
south,” she said. “It’s just really annoying.”
But the parents who can get into Harrisonburg hotels may
notice some extra accommodations for them. Nesselrodt said
the Hampton Inn offers special treats, such as popcorn, to make
parents feel welcome for the weekend.
“We just try to make everybody feel comfortable, and I think
we do a good job at that,” she said. “It’s crazy but it’s great.”
Contact Dylan Garner at breezecopy@gmail.com
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wes jones | | guest columnist

Your Family Weekend checklist
There are vital preparations to keep in mind before your parents arrive in Harrisonburg
Family Weekend can be
just as stressful as finals
week. It marks a lot of
firsts.
Maybe it’s your first year
at JMU, and your parents are
coming to see your dorm all
decorated and lived-in since
move-in day. Or maybe it’s
the first time your parents
are seeing your apartment
or townhouse that’s not over
Skype.

Stock up on
everything. If
you like to plan
ahead like I do,
you already
have pages
filled with things
you “need.”
Whatever your
parents offer
you, accept it.

Nonetheless, Family
Weekend is a big deal.
It’s an exciting time.
Students can show their
parents that yes, they
can survive without the
watchful eye of mommy
and daddy.
But it doesn’t come
without the necessary
preparations. Let me
provide you with some
pointers to help you have a
flawless Family Weekend.
First and most

important: Clean your
dorm room or house. If
JMU can “clean” Newman
Lake with blue dye, you can
also tidy up a bit.
Nothing is more
awkward than trying to
explain the strange blue
marks on your walls. Invest
in some air fresheners or
candles, because while you
may be accustomed to the
dirty clothes and alcohol
stench you call home, your
parents aren’t.
I’ll never forget when
my mom came down for
the first time and said,
“Well, you never forget that
smell.” I didn’t take it as a
compliment. And let’s be
honest, other than move-in
day, Family Weekend is the
only time your living area
is completely mess-free
or doesn’t smell to high
heaven.
Second, parent-proof
your house. This involves
hiding those posters of Bob
Marley smoking that you
got the minute your parents
left. If you don’t think your
parents notice everything,
you need to re-evaluate
how you got into college. If
you leave these seemingly
harmless posters up, next
thing you know, you’re
home for Thanksgiving
Break and met at the door
with a hug and a cup to
pee in.
While you’re at it,
reconsider your shrine of
empty Burnett’s bottles
you’ve put on top of your
cabinet. Third, realize
that during this weekend
only, your wants can

Football coach Mickey Matthews, who could win his 100th game on Saturday, probably has his own anxieties over Family Weekend.

become needs. Stock up
on everything. If you like
to plan ahead like I do,
you already have pages
filled with things you
“need.” Whatever your
parents offer you, accept
it. My mom must think I
wipe myself with loose leaf
paper because every time
she comes, she insists on

leaving me with Costco
packs of toilet paper.
Just don’t forget to tell
them how much they’re
appreciated and loved —
right before and after you
check out.
Finally, don’t be
embarrassed by your
parents. Walking around
campus with your parents

decked out in purple and
gold doesn’t make you
less cool. That was high
school; this is college.
Mom and Dad are walking
around beaming with pride
because they’re proud of
you, your successes and the
progress you’ve made.
While Family Weekend
may require a little extra

cleaning, stashing and
patience, just try to relax
and have fun. This whole
weekend is about you so
let them buy every “Proud
JMU Parent” shirt they see.
Wes Jones is a junior
media arts and design
major. Contact Wes at
joneswb@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Not just one Lawyer

a team.

Honesty, Integrity, and a Commitment to Client Service.

Free Initial Consultation
540-433-1103

1819 Virginia Ave
www.minermartinhahn.com
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Spice up your tailgate
Black-eyed pea artichoke dip

Sweet-and-sour meatballs

Seven-layer taco dip
Ingredients:

n 1 cup shredded

cheddar cheese

n 1 (1-ounce) package

taco seasoning mix

n 1 cup shredded mexican

3-cheese blend

n 1 (16-ounce) can

Directions:

refried beans

n 1 (8-ounce) package

cream cheese, softened

courtesy of MCT Campus

Sweet-and-sour meatballs are great finger food for tailgating.
Directions:

n 1 large tomato, chopped

n 1 bag of frozen

n Let simmer for 3 hours

n 1 jar salsa

— Submitted by
Brad Jenkins

n 1 jar of grape jelly

Ingredients:

Directions:

n 1 (15-ounce) can black-

n Preheat the oven

eyed peas, drained

n 1 (14-ounce) can

artichoke hearts,
drained, chopped

n 1/2 cup sautéed

chopped onions

n 1/2 cup mayonnaise
n 1/2 cup sour cream
n 1 envelope ranch

salad dressing mix

n 1/2 cup grated

Parmesan cheese

n 1/2 cup shredded

mozzarella cheese

to 350 degrees.

n Mix the black-eyed

peas, artichokes,
onions, mayonnaise,
sour cream, ranch
dressing mix and
parmesan cheese
in a bowl.

n Spoon into a baking

Chicago dog
n 8 hot dog buns

n Grill hot dogs

until done

spicy & hot pickles

n 8 hot dogs

lettuce, shredded

n Put hot dogs on bun

n 1 (6-ounce) can sliced

green olives, drained

n Spread mixture onto

a large serving dish.

n Mix sour cream and

n Top the layers with

n 1 small head iceberg

black olives, drained

Directions:

n 1 jar of Claussen

green onions

n 1 (6-ounce) can sliced

Ingredients:

taco seasoning mix
and refried beans.

cream cheese in
medium bowl, spread
over refried beans.

n 1 bunch chopped

n 1 jar of chili sauce

Try mixing up your usual burger-and-hot-dog tailgate this
year with some delicious black-eyed pea artichoke dip.

of sour cream

Ingredients:
meatballs

courtesy of MCT Campus

n 1 (16-ounce) container

n In medium bowl, blend

salsa. Place a layer
of tomato, green bell
pepper, green onions
and lettuce over the
salsa, and top with
cheddar cheese.

n Garnish with

black olives.

— Submitted by Martha Kent

n Top with mustard,

n 1 jar of yellow mustard

relish, sliced tomato
and a pickle wedge.

n 2 tomatoes
n 1 jar of relish

— Submitted by Andy Parker

dish, 13x8 or 9x9

n Sprinkle the mozzarella

cheese over the blackeyed pea mixture.

n Bake for 20 minutes

or until browned.

n Serve hot with tortilla

or pita chips.

— Submitted by Barbara Parker

courtesy of MCT Campus

Get creative with your hot dog. Add jalapeños for extra kick.

courtesy of MCT Campus

Like Mexican food? Eat it all at once in a seven-layer taco dip.
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Taming the tigers
The Dukes prepare to take on defending champ Towson as Mickey Matthews preps for a career-making win
By Tony Schaffner
The Breeze

The No. 5 Dukes return to action at Bridgeforth Stadium Saturday with a nationally televised showdown against
defending Colonial Athletic Association champion No. 12
Towson University.
Towson entered this season predicted to win the CAA in
the preseason poll and hasn’t disappointed. The Tigers (2-2,
1-0) are coming off an impressive effort against No. 3 Louisiana State University losing 38-22.
After finishing the previous two seasons with a combined record of 3-19, the “Turnaround Tigers” finished
last season (9-3, 7-1) averaging nearly 35 points a game,
and led the CAA in rushing offense with 229.9 yards per
game. The Tigers improved drastically with the addition

of 15 Division-I transfers and running back Terrance West,
who came out of high school heavily recruited by Clemson University.
On offense, Towson likes to play smash-mouth football by
giving West 25-30 touches a game. The Tigers mix it up with
their quarterback Grant Enders, is a proficient passer who’s
quick enough to scramble for yardage.
They also boast a big and strong offensive line unit that
routinely protects Enders and paves running lanes for West.
“As a defense, we really need to stay together and not
make mistakes because that’s when a defense will fall,” said
free safety Dean Marlowe. “[We’ve] got to keep doing what
[we’ve] practiced and prepared for all week.”
According to head coach Mickey Matthews, the Tigers run
a multiple defense and a lot of blitzes. Since their last matchup, Matthews said, “They’ve changed a lot. They’re better on

defense and they have better personnel on defense.”
The last time the Dukes and the Tigers squared off was in
2010, when quarterback Drew Dudzik threw and ran for a
touchdown that led JMU to a 17-13 victory.
The players realize this game could decide the CAA champion as well as Football Championship Subdivision playoff
seeding.
“Out of all the games I’ve played this season, this is the
most important one,” said Stephon Roberston, captain and
middle linebacker.
If If the Dukes can prove victorious this weekend Matthews will reach the milestone for his 100th win. He already
has the most victories in school history, surpassing former JMU head coach Challace McMillin’s 61 victories.
see TOWSON, page 13

Matt Schmactenberg / The Breeze
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Towson | Dukes ‘are going to go out and play hard’ for Matthews
from page 12

“That would be huge,” said
left tackle Matt Cunningham.
“Mickey’s a good coach, so
we are going to go out and
play hard for our teammates
and for him.”
The Dukes will take on the
Tigers Saturday afternoon
with a 1 p.m. start time.

Players to watch
on offense:
#28 RB Terrance
West

Sean cassidy / the breeze

Head coach Mickey Matthews argues from the sidelines at
FedEx Field. Matthews could clinch his 100th career win as
a head coach Saturday if the Dukes beat Towson Univeristy.

West is a downhill runner
reminiscent of old-school
running backs. Last season
as a true freshman, West
led the FCS with 29 rushing touchdowns alongside
his 1,294 rushing yards. His

impressive campaign last
year received a lot of recognition, as he was named a
first team All-American by
the Sporting Network, earned
the Jerry Rice award for the
top freshman in the country,
and has been named the CAA
preseason player of the year
for this season. So far, West
has been off to a hot start
with seven touchdowns and
330 rushing yards though the
first four games of the season.

#14 QB Grant Enders

This senior quarterback
is the undisputed leader
of the Tigers’ offense.
Last season, Enders led
the CAA with a 153.7
passing efficiency and
lead the offense to
break school records in

points scored (418) and
touchdowns scored (57).
Through the first four
games of the season,
Enders has thrown
five touchdowns and
averages 177 yards
passing per game.

2009 season when they discontinued their football
program and has been a force
to be reckoned with ever since.
Combined with his knack for
making big plays Dangerfield
is also a team leader.

Players to watch
on defense:

At 6’2 and 225 pounds,
Beltre possesses the size and
strength to make him a dangerous player. Last season,
Beltre earned a first team AllCAA selection and led the
defense last season with four
sacks and 12 tackles for a loss.
Beltre is already off to a quick
start this season with two sacks
throughout his first four games.

#20 FS Jordan
Dangerfield

This play-making safety has
a nose for the ball as he led
the Tigers last season with 93
tackles, two interceptions, two
forced fumbles and two fumble recoveries on his way to a
first team All-CAA selection
despite missing two games.
Dangerfield transferred from
Hofstra University after the

#27 DE Frank Beltre

Contact Tony
Schaffner at schaffaj@
dukes.jmu.edu.
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Chasing 100
Saturday marks more than just
another Family Weekend game.
For Mickey Matthews, it could
be a career-defining event.
By Chase Kiddy
The Breeze

Head coach Mickey Matthews stands on the precipice of a
noteworthy career milestone.
After defeating Rhode Island on Sept. 22, Matthews
amassed his 99th win as a head coach. If the Dukes defeat
Towson University on Saturday, JMU’s longtime coach will
have earned his 100th victory.
Matthews’ career as a head coach got off to a brisk start at
JMU in 1999, as he won eight games and finished first in the
Atlantic 10 conference before losing in the first round of the
FCS playoffs.
JMU experienced its share of setbacks after that first
season under Matthews. The program was just 19-27 from
2000-2003.
The famed 2004 season changed all that. Matthews
punctuated the program’s regression with a share of the
Atlantic 10 regular season title. He capped the 13-win season
by coaching his way to JMU’s first national championship.
The 2004 squad remains the only team to win a title after
playing all of its playoff games on the road.
After his first national title, Matthews refused to let the
program slip into the background. He earned 56 wins and a
third conference title (2008) in the seven years after the 2004
season, not once coaching a team that would finish at or
below a 0.500 record.
Several factors point toward a JMU victory this Family
Weekend. Matthews carries a sparkling 7-0 career record
against Towson. His average margin of victory is 24 points,
and JMU teams under his leadership have only failed twice
at scoring at least 30 points against the Tigers.
In addition to Matthews’ success against Towson, JMU
is 5-2 in its last seven Family Weekend football games.
Contact Chase Kiddy at kiddyca@dukes.jmu.edu.

Sean Cassidy / The Breeze

540.908.2812
NORTH38APTS.COM

1190 Meridian Circle
Harrisonburg, VA
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Three steps to a better Family Weekend
Prepare for the parents with a few serious (and not-so-serious) suggestions for activities and dining options
By MACKENZIE ROARK
contributing writer

Looking for a
bite to eat?

Family Weekend. Hordes
of other people’s parents
clogging up every corner
of campus and causing the
line at Starbucks to become
a twisted maze.
Who’s excited? I certainly
am, even though my parents
conveniently plan a trip to
New York City every Family
Weekend and I’m left with a
text that says, “We just saw
Bono! Miss you, Sweetie.”
But for those of us
who have never really
experienced a true-blue
Family Weekend, what can
we expect to witness?

1) Events: You’re going
to want to brace yourselves
for a plethora of activities
sculpted to the interests
of your families, so you’re
guaranteed to be busy.
If your parents are Baby
Boomers and love music
sans accompaniment, then
Rockapella’s “Motown and
More” might be up your
alley. If you’re dying to show
what life in the classroom is
like, seeing that it’s the most
important aspect of your
life right now, you should
attend “Back-to-school for
your parents.”
Or perhaps your siblings
are avid mineral fanatics,
you can stop by the JMU
Mineral Museum and
stare at rocks all day. And
who could ever forget the
Fantastic Feast, designed
so that your parents can
take you out to dinner … at
D-Hall.
If you don’t seize these
opportunities, you won’t
get a chance to walk around

Skip the packed dining halls and
head out to one of these local spots.
Corgans’ Publick House: The only Irish pub
in town has a good beer and food selection.
The fish n’ chips are reccomended.
Ciro’s Lasagna House: The outside might
not inspire confidence, but the pizza is
fantastic.
Tacos El Primo: The absolute best food
truck in town. I’m in love with their spicy
pork burrito. Great place for delicious, onthe-go Mexican food.

PHOTOS BY JORDAN CMEYLA and
COREY CROWE / THE BREEZE

Jalisco’s: A good alternative for the same
tastes in a great sit-down environment. A
little touristy, but good Mexican food nonetheless. See the wall of tequila.

TOP Corgan’s Publick House,
the only Irish pub in town,
offers plenty of beverage
options for parents. RIGHT
Jack Brown’s Beer and
Burger Joint, located in the
heart of downtown, grills up
inventive takes on burgers.

Memorial Hall, looking at
minerals while your mother
asks you about your new
boyfriend again.

2) Downtown: Be sure

to take your family out
exploring in the mountain
town we’ve all grown to
know and love. Perhaps
you can show Mom and
Pops around the worldrenowned Quilt Museum,
since we all know you’ve
been dying to check it
out. Or maybe you can
take them to the quaint
little shop known as Hole

Mr. J’s Bagels and Deli: A Harrisonburg
staple. Go to the one off Market St., and order the asiago bagel. The rush starts around
10 a.m. and tapers off around 2 p.m. Grab a
dozen for the ride home.

in the Wall — a store that
caters to the interests of
every family member, even
your 80-year-old Southern
conservative grandmother.
Everyone knows that
Harrisonburg residents
love to hang out at the local
Masonic temple, making
it a perfect destination for
you and your family this
weekend.

3) Dining Facilities:

Take your parents to at least
one campus dining facility.
Actually, take them to more
than one. No, actually, take

them to every one. Eat every
single meal on campus with
your parents this weekend,
and you will not be sorry.
Think about it: if every
student at JMU takes their
family (which can get up
to 21 people … we’ve all
watched TLC) to a campus
dining facility, imagine of
all the fun that could ensue!
Unfortunately, I won’t be
able to make it. There’s just
too many families there.
CONTACT Mackenzie
Roark at roarkmk@
dukes.jmu.edu.

Jack Brown’s Beer and Burger Joint: The
price has gone up since switching to Kosher
beef, but that’s what parents are for. Try out
the “Greg Brady” or the “Elvis,” two of their
strange specialty burgers.
Capital Ale House: The wall of beer is amazing, but it’s more upscale and pricey. Then
again, parents.
Martin’s Food Market: Maybe you can pick
up a few things and convince the ’rents to
make you a home-cooked meal. You should
get more than one meal out of them.
— Kelsey Wadsworth

Students with JACard
receive 10% off purchase!*

Visit Our Website to
View Our Full Weekly Ad!
(Prices Valid Through 10.09.12)

$1.00
Progresso
Traditional or
Healthy Choice
Soups
(15-19 oz)

$6.99
Take & Bake
Deli Pizzas
(32-35 oz)

$6.49

$2.50

Equal
Exchange
Coffee
(12 oz)
(Decaf $7.49)

Equal
Exchange
Organic
Tea (20 ct)

*Valid 2012-2013 School Year.
Excludes Special Orders,
Catering, Delivery
Orders and Gift Cards

677 Chicago Ave, Harrisonburg, VA 22802
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going the distance
Parents travel far and wide to honor traditions with their children this weekend

By Bridget Condon
The Breeze

Rachel Napoli, a sophomore nursing major, hasn’t seen her family since
August.
“My parents are coming for one day
with my sister,” said Napoli, whose
family is from Maryland. “I’m looking
forward to seeing them and showing
them around campus.”
Napoli and her family always eat
at Franco’s, their favorite Italian restaurant. They follow their meal with
ice cream from Bruster’s.
“It’s only my second Family
Weekend, but we do that whenever
they come down,” Napoli said. “In
the past, coming down for Family
Weekend for my sister always got
me excited for when it would be my
turn.”
Shannon Brady, a senior health

sciences major, will celebrate Family
Weekend with her family who came
all the way from Massachusetts — a
10-hour drive.
“This is the third year my mom and
dad have come to Family Weekend,”
Brady said.
Brady and her family plan to eat
at O’Neill’s when they visit. It was
the restaurant they ate at when they
first came to visit JMU. Brady remembers eating with an upperclassman
who told them about her experience
here, and ever since it’s become a
tradition.
On Saturday, Brady and her family
plan to tailgate and go to the football
game. They hope to explore downtown after the game as well.
“I’m especially excited for Sunday
when they spoil me by restocking my
fridge with groceries that have slowly declined in my fridge since they

moved here in August,” Brady said.
Alexa Mammone, a sophomore
communications major, is looking
forward to reuniting with her mom
this weekend, who’s driving seven
hours from New York. Last year, she
and her family went to dinner in
Charlottesville, something they’re
excited to do again this year.
For Megan Smith, a senior dietetics
major, the weekend will be bittersweet. Though it’s her last, it’s her
brother James’ first Family Weekend.
Last year, Smith and her family
tailgated and walked to the stadium
from Smith’s apartment in Squire Hill.
“It’s weird that I’m graduating,”
Smith said, “but I’m really happy
for [my brother] because he loves it
here and is excited for his four years.”
Contact Bridget Condon at
condonbj@dukes.jmu.edu.

Paul Jones / file photo
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